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ABSTRACT: In living systems, the contact between cells is
the basis of recognition, differentiation, and orchestration
of an immune response. Obstacles and barriers to
biomolecular motion, especially for receptors at cellular
synapses, critically control these functions by creating an
anisotropic environment. Whereas conventional fluores-
cence fluctuation methods, such as fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy or fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing, can only measure the isotropic diffusion of molecules,
the two-dimensional pair correlation function (2D-pCF)
approach probes the anisotropic paths at different spatial locations within an image, allowing the creation of high-
resolution maps that can visualize and quantify how molecules move in a living cell. In this work, we show how the 2D-
pCF method maps the environment in cellular synapses as perceived by natural killer (NK) cell receptors. In cultured
human HLA null 721.221 cells, 2D-pCF reveals the motion of inhibitory receptor HLA-Cw4-YFP coexpressed with
KIR3DL1 to be highly directional around specific loci, while these restrictions were absent in the case of HLA-B51-YFP
coexpressed with KIR2DL1. Further, in freshly isolated educated (H-2Dd) and uneducated (MHC−/−) primary murine NK
cells, the 2D-pCF method shows significant differences in the paths taken by activating receptor NKp46 and inhibitory
receptor Ly49A in educated compared to uneducated cells. Altogether, we demonstrate that the 2D-pCF method is very
powerful in informing about the spatial organization of motion in cells. Our data support the hypothesis that flexibility in
the spatial arrangement of membrane receptors, that is, the absence of barriers, is crucial for NK cell function.
KEYWORDS: fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy, pair correlation analysis, natural killer cells, immune cell receptors,
barrier mapping, spatiotemporal correlation

In many natural systems, including living organisms,
thermal diffusion is considered a universal isotropic
transport mechanism of molecules to their target locations.

Barriers to diffusion can break the symmetry and direct the
flow of molecules to produce unexpected physical/biological
results. In cells, such barriers to biomolecule movement can be
important regulatory factors. In this work, we describe an
approach to map barriers to diffusion, and we show that
cellular systems, particularly at the contact between cells, are
regions where these barrier structures cause symmetry breaking
and anisotropic motions. The two-dimensional pair correlation
function (2D-pCF) algorithm maps the paths taken by
molecules within and around these structures which are key
to the understanding of biological function.
Importantly, responses of immune cells are controlled by

membrane receptors successfully locking to antigens presented

on the surface of target cells, a process which is critically
modulated by the dynamic spatial arrangement of those
receptors. We and others have previously characterized the
average receptor motion revealing significant differences in the
isotropic movement of activating and inhibitory receptors in
educated compared to uneducated NK cells.1,2 However, the
dynamic spatial organization of receptors at the immune
synapse remained unclear. This is because common
approaches to measure biomolecular movement either probe
only a single point with limited spatial information (e.g.,
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP))3,4 or measure only the
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average motion over a larger region destroying information
about local variations caused by an anisotropic environment
(e.g., RICS and image mean square displacement (iMSD)).5,6

Consequently, local anisotropies in motion cannot be resolved
by these methods, and there is no information about the shape
or extension of potential barriers or channels that molecules
can move in and around. Although, in principle, tracking of
each molecule, or at least molecules of a given kind, could
produce a map of barriers to their motion, simultaneous
tracking of many molecules could be impossible given the high
natural concentration in cells and the short time frame
compatible with changes in motion imposed by barriers
present in the membrane of live cells. Further, in addition to
physical barriers, notoriously difficult to visualize thermody-
namic barriers by phase separations are believed to have strong
effects in cell fate and signaling.7 To understand the spatial
organization of motion, direct visualization and quantification
of the paths taken by molecules in live cells is urgently needed.
The 2D-pCF approach can address this need and map how

molecules move in cells to study biological phenomena and to
potentially accelerate drug discovery.
In the following, we demonstrate how the 2D-pCF method

can visualize invisible barriers on the nanoscale and how the
application of this approach can map the environment as
perceived by activating and inhibitory receptors in the
membrane of NK cells that play a critical role in NK cell
education.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2D-pCF Method Can Map the Motion of Biomole-
cules in Cells. In this section, we describe the physical
principle and the algorithm of the 2D pair correlation function
calculation. The basic idea of fluorescence fluctuation spec-
troscopy (FFS) methods is that fluctuations in fluorescence
intensity are caused by the transit of single molecules through a
small observation volume.8 The average transit time can be
quantified to measure molecule movement in a single point3 or
as an average over a larger region of interest.5,6 Indirect

Figure 1. Principle of the 2D-pCF method. (A) Time-dependent fluorescence signal in each image pixel is correlated with the time series of
the neighboring pixels at the pair correlation distance, δr. (B) For each pixel, this results in a set of correlation functions for different angles
around the origin. (C) These 2D functions (SPRITEs) are calculated and stored for each image pixel. (D) If an obstacle is present within the
pCF distance, the SPRITE of correlation functions is deformed, resulting in an increased anisotropy. (E) Concept of the anisotropy map.
Near an obstacle, the SPRITEs get deformed, resulting in an increased anisotropy of a long (λmax) and short (λmin) SPRITE axis calculated by
moment analysis. If the anisotropy of the SPRITE in each pixel is plotted as a heat map, underlying barriers can be visualized.
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evidence of restricted motion or active transport can be
obtained by comparing the results with the free diffusion law
but lacks the ability to pinpoint their cause and spatial
distribution. Instead, by (pair) correlating the fluctuations
between two volumes at a given distance, we can obtain the
transit probability and time between those points and any
obstacle or transport channel in between will modify the time
delay of this pair correlation function (pCF). As, in cells,
biomolecules can translocate on the millisecond time scale,
fluorescently tagged molecules must be repeatedly probed in
multiple spatial locations with adequate temporal resolution to
be able to apply the pCF method to the resulting data. With
laser scanning microscopy, fast probing of many points can be
achieved by repeatedly scanning a line across an object of
interest, allowing any obstacles to molecular motion along this
line to be mapped.9 Recent advances in camera technology
achieving millisecond frame readouts in combination with total
internal reflection microscopy or light sheet microscopy-based
optical sectioning10,11 have made it possible to extend this
principle to an entire image, as in 2D-pCF.12 From the image
time series, the time-dependent fluorescence signal in each
image pixel is correlated with the time series of the neighboring
pixels at the pair correlation distance, δr (Figure 1A), yielding a
set of pair correlation functions for several (typically 32)
equally spaced angles around the origin; if plotted as a function
of time delay, τ, and angle, α, a sub image is obtained for each
pixel (Figure 1B). These polar plots, in analogy to computer
graphics terminology, are referred to as SPRITEs (Figure 1C).
In the absence of obstacles within the pair correlation distance,
the molecules can move isotropically and the correlation
amplitude response, Gij, will be equal in all directions, resulting
in a SPRITE of round shape. Across a barrier, the
communication between pixels is delayed or absent, changing

the correlation functions for those angles, resulting in a
deformed SPRITE (Figure 1D), which can be quantified by
moment analysis in a model-free, fit-free manner. Simple
metrics sensitive to both symmetric and asymmetric
deformations are the anisotropy and the major axis angle of
the SPRITE (Figure 1E). By color coding each pixel according
to the anisotropy value and direction of the respective SPRITE,
maps deciphering the labyrinth presented to the molecules of
interest can be created, as simulated in Figure 2.

2D-pCF Analysis of Simulated Molecules Diffusing
while Trapped in an Invisible Meshwork and in
Microdomains Can Visualize the Barrier Structure.
Common obstacles and barriers in cells include (transient)
trapping of molecules in a meshwork and in microdomains. To
investigate if the 2D-pCF approach is able to detect such
barriers to moving molecules, we simulated those two
scenarios. First, a plane, in which molecules can otherwise
diffuse freely, was subdivided into 25 compartments by thin
invisible barriers that molecules cannot cross. Molecules were
seeded in those compartments at equal molecular density and
free diffusion at 1 μm2 s−1 was simulated; the resulting data
were analyzed by the 2D-pCF method (Figure 2A). As the
molecules were homogeneously distributed among compart-
ments, the intensity projection of all frames does not show any
underlying structure. Even in the presence of features with
higher average intensity, it would not be clear from the image if
those structures were caused by trapped but moving molecules
or an unrelated static immobile fraction. To reveal barriers to
moving molecules, the 2D-pCF method was applied. At a
distance from any barrier larger than the pCF calculation
distance, the diffusion was isotropic (round SPRITE profile,
small anisotropy). Near a border at a distance smaller than the
pCF calculation distance, the amplitude of the pCF decreased

Figure 2. Simulated data. (A) Simulation of molecules diffusing at 1 μm2 s−1 trapped in an invisible mesh. From the intensity image, it is not
possible to make out barriers, whereas they are clearly visible in the anisotropy and connectivity maps from 2D-pCF analysis (δr = 4 pixels).
(B) Simulation of molecules diffusing at 1 μm2 s−1 with the possibility of becoming transiently trapped in invisible microdomains. Again,
from the intensity image, it is not possible to make out the domains while they are accurately represented in the corresponding anisotropy
and connectivity maps. For the connectivity maps, only pixels with anisotropies >0.1 were painted. Scale bar, 3 μm.
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in the direction of the barrier as the same molecule could never
be observed in the other side of the barrier. The SPRITE
profile was deformed in the direction of the barrier, resulting in
an increased anisotropy parallel to the border of the obstacle.
The same deformation occurred for molecules that arrived
from the other side of the barrier. Further details of the 2D-
pCF method are discussed in the Methods section and in the
Supporting Information. For less restricted/directed motion,
the signal-to-noise ratio of the anisotropy map generally
decreases at larger pCF distances as it is less likely to find the
same molecule (Figure S1). Yet, this effect is less pronounced
for strongly directed motion, such as molecule movement
inside a channel, where the probability for the same molecule
to reappear is high even at larger pCF distances (Figure S2). In
addition, as a differential measurement between pixels, the
effect of fluorophore bleaching on the 2D-pCF map is minimal
(Figure S3). To help visualize the effective flow of molecules
near obstacles, a connectivity map is created by drawing
segments of a length proportional to the pixel anisotropy on
top of the intensity image (Figure S4) similarly to diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).13 The connectivity map is a convenient way to convey
the information on the anisotropy amplitude and direction in a
single map that highlights areas of strongly directional/
confined molecule movement. We note that the connectivity
map is used for visualization only and not for statistical data
analysis. For the second scenario of molecules transiently
trapped in microdomains, we created 1 μm diameter domains
that nearby molecules can enter and, once trapped, leave with
1% probability per simulated frame (Figure 2B). Again, the
intensity projection could not be used to reliably identify the
domains as the molecules were homogeneously distributed,
but the domain outlines are clearly visible in the anisotropy
image and the flow of molecules around the domains is
accurately represented in the connectivity map. In Figure S5,

we added regions of higher intensity representing immobile
fractions to the simulation to demonstrate that those do not
interfere with 2D-pCF analysis. The molecule concentration
suitable for 2D-pCF analysis is in alignment with the range of
other FFS methods (∼0.1−200 nM) and strongly depends on
the fluorophore brightness as well as the amplitude of other
signal fluctuations such as detector/amplifier noise and laser
fluctuations.14−16 From simulations, where only shot noise was
added, which does not correlate, it can be seen that the
number of molecules does not affect the signal-to-noise ratio of
the anisotropy maps at all. The number of frames analyzed,
however, has a profound effect on the signal-to-noise (Figure
S6). Hence, for weakly fluorescent molecules, the number of
frames collected must be increased to yield high contrast
anisotropy maps. Collecting a large number of frames can also
allow for the observation of changes in obstacles/barriers such
as induced in cells by a drug. To analyze, the large time series
can be subdivided into smaller parts using a sliding window. As
an example, the appearance of barriers was simulated in Figure
S7.

Barriers to NK Cell Receptor Motion in Cell Lines
Revealed by the 2D-pCF Method. A rapidly growing
research focus area is the distribution of receptors in immune
cells as they have shown great potential to be exploited for
cancer immunotherapy,17 and their distribution and dynamics
remain a major unsolved problem. For example, antibodies
administered to patients blocking inhibitory T-cell receptors
were able to unleash the immune system toward tumor
regression.18,19 Natural killer cells are an important class of
cytotoxic lymphocytes that can provide an innate immune
response to control infections and to provide tumor
immunosurveillance.20,21 NK cells have been increasingly
utilized in cancer therapy, as well, especially for the treatment
of blood cancers, however, with mixed results.22−24 A major
determinant of NK cell responsiveness toward target cells is

Figure 3. Cultured NK cells. (A,B) Fluorescence images of HLA-B51-YFP (A) and HLA-Cw4-YFP (B) ligands expressed together with
KIR1DL2 and KIR1DL3 receptors, respectively, in cultured 721.221 cells. (C,D) Anisotropy maps of the same cells shown in (A,B)
calculated for a pair correlation distance δr = 0.4 μm. (E,F) For the connectivity maps, only segments with anisotropies >0.15 were drawn on
top of the grayscale fluorescence images. (G) Histograms of the anisotropy maps shown in panels (C,D). (H) Average anisotropies of 12
cells expressing HLA-B51-YFP/KIR1DL2 and 11 cells expressing HLA-Cw4-YFP/KIR1DL3. The boxes represent the median and the first
and third quartiles, and the notches represent the 95% confidence intervals. The whiskers show the 95% ranges. *P ≤ 0.05 (Mann−Whitney
test). Scale bar, 3 μm.
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NK cell education,25 a process poorly understood today. The
key to unraveling many of the underlying mechanisms is to get
a better grasp of dynamic receptor organization including
symmetry breaks in their motion. Therefore, we applied the
2D-pCF method to study the environment as perceived by
membrane receptors at the synapse of NK cells. NK cells have
different MHC class I allelic specificity for missing-self-killing
and education ensures that only NK cells with self-specific
inhibitory receptors can respond.26−28 Stronger responses are
kept in check by inhibitory receptors that recognize MHC-I
ligands on most somatic cells including the killer cell Ig-like
receptor (KIR) family on human NK cells.29 Nomenclature is
based on KIRs having either two extracellular Ig-like domains
(2D) or three extracellular Ig-like domains (3D) and long (L)
or short cytoplasmic tails (S). In general, the KIR-L types are
inhibitory, whereas the KIR-S types are activating receptors.30

The ratio of activating to inhibitory signals received from cell
surface receptors that bind to ligands on neighboring cells
determines NK cell activation status.31 We investigated
inhibitory receptors KIR2DL1 and KIR3DL1 in HLA null
721.221 cells from lymphoma background. These cells lack

surface expression of any surface HLA or inhibitory/activating
receptors and, for the study, have been retransfected with
combinations of KIR2DL1 together with HLA-B51-YFP as
well as KIR3DL1 together with HLA-Cw4-YFP. The cell
membrane at the immune synapse was imaged repeatedly by
total internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy10 to acquire data
suitable for 2D-pCF analysis. The normalized sums of
exemplary image sequences are shown in Figure 3A for
HLA-B51-YFP and in Figure 3B for HLA-Cw4-YFP. Whereas
B51-YFP seemed to be more evenly distributed throughout the
membrane than Cw4-YFP, it is not possible to draw any
conclusions about barriers, dynamic binding, and/or confine-
ment from the fluorescence images. Application of 2D-pCF
analysis to the data, on the other hand, produced anisotropy
maps (Figure 3C,D) and connectivity maps (Figure 3E,F) that
clearly revealed a much higher level of anisotropic motion for
HLA-Cw4-YFP compared to HLA-B51-YFP with a highly
directional flow around certain loci. Masking was applied to
specifically select the portion of the images that show NK
cells.32,33 The anisotropy distributions of the maps are plotted
in Figure 3G, and statistical analysis of the average anisotropies

Figure 4. Primary murine NK cells. (A) Fluorescence images and corresponding anisotropy and connectivity maps of activating NKp46 and
inhibitory Ly49A receptors labeled with dye-conjugated antibodies in educated (H-2Dd) and uneducated (MHC−/−) primary murine NK
cells (δr = 0.4 μm). For the connectivity map, only segments with anisotropies >0.2 were drawn on top of the grayscale fluorescence images.
(B) Statistical analysis of the anisotropy of 129/138 (NKp46), 145/137 (Ly49A-JR9), and 35/37 (Ly49A-YE1/48) H-2Dd/MHC−/− cells
from 12 (NKp46), 11 (Ly49A-JR9), and 3 (Ly49A-YE1/48) independent experiments. Each point represents the average anisotropy of a
single cell. The boxes represent the median and the first and third quartiles, and the notches represent the 95% confidence intervals. The
whiskers show the 95% ranges. **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001, ****P ≤ 0.0001 (Mann−Whitney test). Scale bar, 3 μm.
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of 11/12 cells per receptor/ligand combination proved to be
significantly different (Figure 3H). A more isotropic motion of
HLA-B51-YFP expressed in cells co-transfected with KIR2DL1
was expected as KIR2DL1 is known to bind HLA-C allotypes
but not HLA-B molecules.34,35 On the contrary, the highly
directional flow around certain loci of HLA-Cw4-YFP
expressed in cells co-transfected with KIR3DL1 indicative of
tethering points is more surprising, as KIR3DL1 is known to
bind HLA-B allotypes such as Bw4 but not HLA-C allotypes
including Cw4.34 A similar trend in anisotropy maps was
observed for antibody-labeled KIRs in HLA-B51-YFP
compared to HLA-Cw4-YFP expressing cells (Figure S8).
Recent literature shows that KIR3DL1 exhibits weak but
significant binding to a wider range of class I HLA molecules.36

This effect is possibly attributed to D0, the first of the three Ig
domains of KIR3DL1, which has been found to recognize even
nonclassical MHC-I molecules such as HLA-G, suggesting that
MHC-I could bridge several KIR3DL1 molecules together in a
way to facilitate signaling.37

In Primary Murine NK Cells, Barriers to Diffusion
Inhibit Activating Receptor Motion in Uneducated Cells
and Inhibitory Receptor Motion in Educated Cells. The
murine equivalents of human KIRs are the Ly49 family of
receptors which represents the most thoroughly studied
inhibitory receptor family in mice. Subsets of NK cells
displaying different combinations of Ly49 family members
are produced by stochastic expression of the genes encoding
these receptors leading to individual NK cells having different
MHC class I allelic specificity for which they perform missing-
self-killing. Not all NK cells have an inhibitory receptor that
recognizes a self MHC class I allele, and NK cells undergo an
educational process to ensure that only NK cells with self-
specific inhibitory receptors are able to perform missing-self-
killing. NK cells without self-specific inhibitory receptors are
hyporesponsive in the resting state.28 We and others previously
quantified inhibitory and activating receptor dynamics in
educated compared to uneducated primary murine NK cells
using conventional FFS-based techniques as well as single-
particle tracking;1,2 educated NK cells showed faster move-
ment of the activating receptor NKp46 and confinement of the
inhibitory receptor Ly49A.2 However, the mechanism behind
these differences in terms of molecule dynamics remains
elusive as common FFS methods lack spatial information and

struggle to provide detailed insight into what is causing the
observed differences in dynamics. Here, we analyzed the same
data acquired by means of TIRF microscopy with the 2D-pCF
method; exemplary fluorescence images and corresponding
maps of anisotropy and connectivity are shown in Figure 4A,
and all data are quantified in Figure 4B; the effect of the pair
correlation distance is discussed in Figure S9. Again, masking
was applied to specifically select the portion of the images that
show NK cells. The differences in anisotropy maps between
freshly isolated educated (H-2Dd) and uneducated (MHC−/−)
cells are striking. For the activating receptor, NKp46, the
presence of very dense networks of obstacles are indicated in
uneducated cells while mostly absent in educated cells. For the
inhibitory receptor, Ly49A, the situation is reversed with more
obstacles in educated cells. These findings strongly support our
hypothesis that flexibility in spatial arrangement of membrane
receptors, that is, the absence of barriers, is crucial for NK cell
responsiveness. Activating receptors can be spatially rearranged
quicker in educated NK cells as binding to the antigens
presented on the membrane surface of target cells should occur
in a rapid fashion (Figure 5), whereas inhibitory receptor
arrangement is more rigid. We speculate that higher flexibility
in activating receptor rearrangement facilitates binding to
target cell antigens such that educated NK cells can initiate
target cell lysis more efficiently (Figure 5). As uneducated NK
cells should remain hyporesponsive, antigen binding is less
efficient with barriers preventing quick spatial rearrangement of
activating receptors. A more restricted movement of Ly49A
was anticipated given that it binds to H-2Dd on educated cells.
Uneducated NK cells exhibit an inverted behavior as they
should remain hyporesponsive.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, we showed that the 2D-pCF method is a very
powerful approach to inform about biomolecular dynamics
from a different angle; by leveraging signal fluctuations caused
by molecule movement from one spatial location to another, it
is possible to paint a picture of their surroundings rather than,
or, in addition to, focusing on the average movement. As
demonstrated for NK cell receptors, barriers and obstacles
causing anisotropic motion can be directly visualized and
quantified by the 2D-pCF approach. We found that, in 721.221

Figure 5. Model of activating receptor spatial dynamics in educated vs uneducated NK cells.
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cells, the motion of HLA-Cw4-YFP coexpressed with
KIR3DL1 was highly directed around specific loci compared
to HLA-B51-YFP coexpressed with KIR2DL1, possibly due to
HLA-Cw4-YFP binding to KIR3DL1. Further, in primary
murine NK cells, the dynamics of activating receptor NKp46
and inhibitory receptor Ly49A were found to strongly depend
on NK cell education status. A more isotropic motion of the
activating receptor NKp46 was observed in educated cells,
whereas, for the inhibitory receptor Ly49A, the motion in
educated cells was more anisotropic compared to that in
uneducated cells. Importantly, the application of the 2D-pCF
method is not limited to membrane receptors but can be
applied to many other areas including the cell cytoplasm, the
nucleus, and cell−cell contacts. Finally, we want to emphasize
that data acquired for analysis with conventional FFS methods
such as iMSD6,38 analysis is usually compatible with 2D-pCF
analysis and vice versa. As such, we believe that the 2D-pCF
method will greatly enrich the toolbox to visualize, quantify,
and understand biomolecular dynamics in living cells on the
nanoscale.

METHODS
Simulated Data. We simulated molecules moving in a plane with

molecule movement restricted by invisible barriers to illustrate the
concept of 2D-pCF analysis. Data were simulated with a Matlab
script. A total of 5000−10000 molecules were seeded in a plane of
256 × 256 pixels by plotting a Gaussian intensity distribution of 2.5
pixels width for each molecule. Pixel size was set to 100 nm. Each
molecule was randomly displaced by application of the diffusion law
in two dimensions at 1 μm2 s−1 at 10 ms intervals, simulating a camera
frame rate of 100 frames per second. Each image frame was
normalized to one and Gaussian noise (Matlab function imnoise-
(I,’Gaussian’)) with a variance of 0.1 was added followed by rescaling
to the 16 bit range of the TIFF image format. To simulated trapping
in a meshwork, the plane was subdivided into 5 by 5 compartments
that molecules cannot cross. For Figure 2A, 200 molecules were
seeded in each compartment to yield a homogeneous intensity
distribution. For Figure S1, the simulation was repeated with
randomly seeded molecules and with the addition of a molecule off
rate that permanently removes molecules with 0.0001 probability for
each simulated frame. To simulate transient trapping in microdomains
(Figure 2B), 15 domains of 10 pixel diameter were added to the
simulated plane, and molecules at those domains were assigned a 1%
probability to enter and 1% probability to leave, once entered, per
frame. For Figure S5, the microdomain simulation was repeated
adding 10 randomly placed 20 pixel diameter regions of constant
amplitude to represent immobile fractions, for example, caused by
autofluorescence in cells. A total of 10000 frames were simulated for
each image data set. Each simulation was equilibrated for 1000 frames
before recording data.
2D-pCF Analysis. A detailed description of the 2D-pCF method

can be found in Malacrida et al.12 Briefly, the 2D-pCF function
defined as

G
F t r F t r

F t r F t r

( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )
1ij

i j

i j

τ
=

⟨ · + ⟩
⟨ ⟩

−
(1)

was calculated for each pixel where τ is the time delay between
acquisition of the fluorescence intensity, F, at two points, ri and rj,
with distance, δr = |rj − ri|, in the image; the temporal average is
indicated by brackets. The pCFs were logarithmically averaged using
32 equally logarithmic spaced time intervals. A maximum of the
correlation function will appear at a time delay proportional to the
average time it takes a molecule to move between the two points. In
the presence of an obstacle between the two points, molecules will
need to go around and it will take them longer to appear at the other
location, if it can be reached at all. This way, 2D-pCF detects barriers

to molecular motion and heterogeneity as the time of the correlation
maximum is delayed in the presence of barriers. By following the same
molecule over a large area a map of molecular diffusion can be
produced. As all fluctuation spectroscopy methods, 2D-pCF does not
require isolated molecules, which is an inherent advantage over single-
particle tracking methods. Many molecules can be labeled with the
same fluorophore and be located within the same volume of
observation. For the analysis, a set of correlation functions (SPRITE,
32 × 32 pixels) for different equally spaced angles (we generally use
32 angles, but the number is adjustable) around the origin was
calculated. If the molecules move isotropically, the correlation
amplitude response caused by molecule movement between pixels
separated by δr is equal in all directions, whereas the SPRITE is
deformed when there is an obstacle to diffusion within the distance
analyzed. To quantify this deformation, we calculated the zero-, first-,
and second-order moments in x and y direction (indexed p,q) for each
SPRITE using

x x y y G x y( ) ( ) ( , )pq
x y

p q∑ ∑μ = − ̅ − ̅
(2)

Bars denote spatial averages. From those moments, the minor and
major axes, λmin and λmax, were obtained with
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We defined the anisotropy indicating the degree of SPRITE
deformation as

A max min

max min

λ λ
λ λ

=
−
+ (4)

The angle of the major axis was obtained from the moments with
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We note that neither of the above parameters require any prior
information nor do they assume any model as their calculation is fit-
free.

Masking. In the absence of signal, the correlation function (eq 1)
will produce near-zero values as noise does not correlate. However,
those small random values will give rise to large anisotropy values and
random angles. Therefore, image regions not containing a cell were
excluded from 2D-pCF analysis by drawing a mask along the border
of each cell. The cell outline was determined from the intensity
average by the user of the software. This feature is part of the SimFCS
software and is used for many other types of analyses including
fluorescence lifetime imaging, for example, see Lou et al.32 and Cinco
et al.33

Cell Lines. The 721.221 cell line (of human origin) was cultured at
37 °C in 7.5% CO2 in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium
(HyClone) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100
mg/mL penicillin−streptomycin, 5% nonessential amino acids, 0.25
mM sodium pyruvate, and 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol.

Transgene Construction. The HLA-B*5101 (referred to as B51)
open reading frame was amplified by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) from plasmid IHW10033 (International Histocompatibility
Working Group Genebank). The PCR product was cloned into a
pCR3 vector and sequenced to ensure identity with the published
sequence. The YFP open reading frame was inserted in frame at the C
terminus of HLA-B51, and the HLA-B51-YFP fusion gene was
subcloned into a pRRLsin.PPTshCMV.pre (Lenti) vector. Lentivi-
ruses were produced using standard techniques and used to infect the
721.221 human cell line that does not have HLA on their surface.39

Transduced cells were purified using flow sorting based on enhanced
YFP fluorescence. The 721.221 HLA-B51-YFP cells had also been
transduced with KIR2DL1. KIR2DL1 was amplified by PCR from
complementary DNA prepared from YTS 2DL1 cells (provided by D.
Burshtyn) and cloned into a pRRLsin.PPT.pgk.pre vector. Lentivi-
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ruses were used to infect 721.221 HLA-B51-YFP cells, and transduced
cells were purified using a KIR2DL1 monoclonal antibody (HP 3E4)
and flow sorting. The procedure was repeated accordingly for HLA-
Cw4-YFP and KIR3DL1.
Primary NK Cells. A detailed description of mice, NK cell

isolation from splenocytes, antibodies and preparation of cells for
imaging and spectroscopy, and TIRF microscopy can be found in
Staaf et al.2 Briefly, hyporesponsive NK cells were obtained from
B6.Kb−/−Db−/− mice (here called MHC−/− mice). Educated NK cells
were from B6.Kb−/−Db−/−Dd+/+ mice (here called H-2Dd mice). Mouse
spleens were mechanically homogenized for single-cell suspension.
Erythrocytes were lysed, and splenocyte single-cell suspensions were
obtained by filtration. NK cells were subsequently enriched by MACS
NK cell isolation. Clone JR9.318, an antibody that recognizes Ly49A,
was purified from hybridoma supernatants and conjugated to
Abberior STAR 635 NHS dye (Abberior GmbH). The antibody
recognizing NKp46 (clone 29A1.4, BioLegend) was conjugated to
MFP488-NHS (MoBiTec GmbH). The antibody recognizing Ly49A
clone YE1/48.10.6-FITC was purchased from BioLegend. Fc
receptors were blocked in 16% mouse serum in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) before antibody labeling. NK cells were stained in
solution, centrifuged (450g for 3 min), and resuspended in a 1:1
mixture of transparent RPMI 1640 (PAA The Cell Culture Company)
and PBS with 0.5% FBS before transfer to poly-L-lysine-coated dishes
with glass bottoms (MatTek Corporation, P35G-1.5-14.C; Greiner
Bio-One, 627861).
Fluorescence Microscopy. For imaging of NK cell receptors at

the membrane, we used total internal reflection microscopy setup on a
Zeiss Elyra PS1 microscope with ZEN 2012 Black software. An alpha
Plan-Apochromat 100× oil immersion objective of numerical aperture
1.46 was used for imaging, and fluorescence was excited with 488 and
633 nm laser light and detected in two channels (band-pass filter, 495
to 575 nm; long-pass filter, 655 nm) with an electron-multiplying
charge-coupled device camera (Andor iXon 897) at 36 ms frame-to-
frame intervals; sequences of 6000 frames were acquired per cell.
Image size was 12.8 μm with 128 × 128 pixels recorded at 100 nm
pixel size.
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